LAW SCHOOL STUDENTS’ SKILL DEVELOPMENT IN THE CONTEXT OF MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATIONS

Information and Communication Technologies in Education
PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCIES

The speech-cogitative, communicative and logical-rhetorical competencies are the basis for the professional competencies development of law school students.
The Federal educational standards reflect this directivity

Specifics of juridical profession results in directivity of future lawyers’ education to the correct perception of information, its analysis, correct information transfer, and development of skills needed to publicly present the results of their activity.
MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATIONS
MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATIONS

That is why the complex study assignments, such as multimedia presentations with discussion and following evaluation in line with certain criteria, has important educational capability. These assignments facilitate the processes of perception and revision of various texts including lexicography sources, and production of comprehensive writing and oral texts, those can help to make complex description of student’s linguistic personality.
MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATIONS
Another important aspect of studies is the technology of preparation of multimedia presentations that results in technical requirements (e.g. number and quality of slides), advisability of multimedia effects, choice of style.
The speech is assessed by a model that takes into consideration three basic aspects:

1. The content of performance using a multimedia presentation
2. Technical design of multimedia presentation
3. Speech manner of the speaker
Regular use of criterion model for assessing presentations with multimedia presentations in the class allows to organize the informal inclusion of students in the process of work, develops their critical thinking skills, analytical and speech skills.
VALUES

This encyclopedia includes materials, that illustrate the critical concepts, important to the determination of lawyers’ values, such as a *state, law, rights, justice, freedom* etc.
MORAL VALUES

Quid uti frustra legens, Ubi non sunt morum?

Horace
MORAL VALUES

An important tutorial goal is to choose the effective educational technologies that help develop students’ abilities to work with text along with the management of conditions that provide the link between the training situations and moral values of future lawyers.
The example of the realization of this tutorial idea is an experience of formation a multimedia law encyclopedia *Law Values* by the students of Ural State Law University.
The inclusion of multimedia presentations in classroom and extracurricular activities indicates the great potential of using this technology as it allows to develop students’ intellectual and creative abilities, influence their values and preferences and to form professionally significant personal qualities of future lawyers.
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